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In the first months of 2007 we all were flooded with messages from China, telling us 
what a wonderful business place this is, or is going to be, or is not. Business 
opportunities, growing masses of consumers hungry for all kinds of goods, 
appreciation for Western brands, forging, counterfeiting, stealing of know-how, price 
dumping, pollution, child labor – we learnt everything. Really? 
 
While it is very noisy around China, a kind of a waking-up about India, we don’t hear 
a lot about the other Asian countries – maybe except Afghanistan. But what about 
SEA, South East Asia? Is it interesting for us packaging people? The best is to look 
right there. The picture is quite clear, but many Europeans are surprised about the 
hustling and bustling cities with a population of about 10 million, sometimes a million 
or 2 less or more and people, who all want to get somewhere, especially up! 
 
Any view from the far might come out to be superficial, thus this contribution will try to 
reveal some aspects of Flexible Packaging in these countries. The  big question: Are 
their any real opportunities for us? 
 
Serious reports from the Asia Pacific area insist on finding the global leadership in 
Flexibles there in a few years. Whatever perspective you take, you have to realize 
that there in the APEC region is already half of the global trade. And packaging is 
directly tied to trade. According to common rules of the packaging business, the 
packaging industry goes proportional with economic growth, over proportional when 
the growth rates are about 10% or more. And many Asian countries can match such 
rates. 
 
Asian consumers favour supermarkets – just India is lagging behind. Supermarkets 
are a key for demands and requirements in packaging. From wet markets and sari-
sari stores up to the most elegant malls which can compare with any western city, 
you will find them all. And in order to serve so many people in densely populated 
agglomerations, there is a need for efficient infrastructure and safe distribution 
systems especially for food – just a task for the packaging industry. 
 
These categories of packaging can be found: 
 

- the indigenous type 
- the basic packaging for local specialities 
- the advanced packaging for local specialities 



- the advanced packaging for western style products 
- and the indulgent luxury packaging with the character of a gift 

 
And this takes us straight to the point of cultural understanding. When you work in 
Asian countries, then you need to know about the societal backgrounds of 
packaging. Especially in those countries with a Buddhist background and heritages 
packaging takes a role as a gift for others, or even for yourself.   
 
The packaging target markets in Asia host about half of the world’s population. 
Sometimes hard to believe how big an area that is. And that there is an immense 
variety of peoples, all with special preferences tied up in: 
 

- enormous differentiation in infrastructure 
- city agglomerations or deep countryside 
- different political convictions 
- ethnical diversity 
- big differences in regard to technical and societal development 

 
And naturally all kinds of consumers with different buying habits. 
 
These markets are far from being saturated, also not in packaging, and we can 
estimate, that the per capita consumption of Flexibles in China might little higher than 
10% of the consumption in the US.  
 
Typical user markets for Flexibles in Asia are Food, Personal Care and Sanitar 
applications. In fact, lifestyles which promote the use of small snacking portions and 
other special eating habits are in favour of flexible packaging too. 
 
The converters in South East Asia and China are more or less split into three parties:  
 

- International, global groups 
- Japan and (growing) China based groups 
- Local specialist. 

 
Their equipment is mainly sourced in 3 areas with certain quality intentions: 
 

- Europe or the US 
- Japan, Korea, Taiwan 
- Locally. 

 
Typical flexible raw materials are OPP and CPP, PET and PE. The application of 
BOPP is nearly unlimited, but foil is mainly used for special barrier purposes and 
Polyamide for special mechanical performance. PA is more or less restricted to 
Japan because of the high cost. 
 
The converting processes in the Asian region are well selected: 
 

- extrusion lamination 
- drybond and solventfree technologies 
- rotogravure for printing 
- vacuum metallised films for regular barrier properties. 



 
And most certainly quality procedures are not too far from the famous Japanese 
practices.  By and large the Japanese heritage of converting technologies can still be 
realized all over East Asia. Whereas all marketing issues can be covered easily with 
typical western brand packaging. Those multinationals also impose their quality 
requirements onto the Asian markets. 
 
The outlooks in this business are probably ruled again by Japanese advancements.  
Therefore some examples from the last Tokyo Pack will be shown and explained. 
As everywhere in the packaging world, there are always new applications of 
packaging systems coming and going. But one seems to be quite interesting: the 
cooking pouch for fresh vegetables and meats. It looks like the markets in Japan will 
go ahead and the others will follow because of the interesting convenience features. 
 
Needles to say, that convenience is always an issue for Asians, and RFID will be 
applied for convenience in logistics and use of packed goods. Thus it will come for 
sure. Let alone the impact from the big Asian electronics groups. 
 
Some trends can not be neglected at all: 
 

- biopolymer materials 
- fancy packaging 
- universal design 

 
Especially the last one is integrated in very customer oriented concept like USE-
FULL or FEEL. Just Japanese converters started thinking in terms of CSR (Corporate 
Social Responsibility), LOHAS (Lifestyle of Health and Sustainability) and similar 
concepts, and those might in fact lead to interesting developments. 
 
Combine this with the actual “Low Cost Sourcing” wave and the Westerners might be 
scared. 
 
Therefore last but not least: challenge or paradise or both? Or even a nightmare for 
European and American converters?  
 
Take it this way: the Far Eastern Markets are and will more and more be way to big 
to serve from other continents. The former leading suppliers of technology have to 
select extremely well, what to make business with, what partners to chose, what 
markets to serve. Then they will succeed.  
 
Dainippon developed the model:  
“Packaging Polarization” – simple or functional packaging. WE chose the role to play. 
 
 
 
  


